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ANTI-AGING AND 
WEIGHT LOSS*†

FEATURING PATENTED NIAGEN®

• BOOST ENERGY AND METABOLISM*†

• PROMOTES WEIGHT LOSS AND
   ANTI-AGING*†

• SUPPORTS APPETITE*†

• IMPROVES ENDURANCE AND FOCUS*†
SERVING SIZE: 2 Capsules
SERVINGS PER BOTTLE: 30

WHAT IS NIAGENIX™?
NIAGENIX™ is an Advanced Multi-Functional Weight Loss Formula designed to help you burn stubborn body fat, increase your metabolism and 
assist with appetite control. NIAGENIX™ combines state-of-the-art and patented ingredients including Niagen®,  Alpha GPC and Grains of 
Paradise to help burn stored fat for energy, as well as provide you with mental clarity and focus to help elevate your performance in and out of 
the gym.*† Feel the effects of NIAGENIX™ from the very first dose.*†

WHY IS IT BETTER?
NIAGENIX™ features the clinically researched and patented anti-aging ingredient Niagen®. Niagen® is the first ever, commercially available 
nicotinamide ribosome, which is a precursor to NAD+. As we age, NAD+ levels begin to fall and our cells begin to deteriorate or breakdown, 
causing lack of energy and various health problems. Niagen® helps by boosting our NAD+ levels and creates more mitochondria (the 
powerhouses of our cells). Essentially, you put a halt to aging and can experience an increase in energy, endurance, cognitive function and 
cardiovascular health.*† NIAGENIX™ is a powerful combination of weight loss and anti-aging that no person should go without!*†

WHAT’S IN IT?
CARNITINE
Helps use stored body fat as energy, providing a natural, non-stimulant energy source. Carnitine also helps increase nitric oxide levels and 
boost performance.*†

CAFFEINE ANHYDROUS
Caffeine Anhydrous is seen to be a purer form of caffeine and much more effective and potent. It provides you with a long-lasting, extreme 
energy boost paired with enhanced focus and alertness.*†

NIAGEN®

First ever, commercially available nicotinamide ribosome, which is a precursor to NAD+. By boosting NAD+ levels and creating more 
mitochondria, NIAGEN® can increase energy, endurance, cognitive function and cardiovascular health.*†

ALPHA GPC
An advanced Nootropic and the most effective source of choline. Choline increases acetycholine in the brain, which is responsible for every 
cognitive function.*†

GRAINS OF PARADISE
Spice belonging to the ginger family that can elevate core body temperature due to thermogenesis for fat burning effect.*†

QUERCETIN
Strong antioxidant support for increased cellular nutrient utilization.*†

LIPOSOMAL MATRIX DELIVERY SYSTEM™

One-of-a-kind delivery system designed to help enhance absorption rates and oral bioavailability. The natural encapsulation of lipophilic and 
hydrophilic nutrients within liposomes helps each ingredient bypass the destructive elements of the gastric system, therefore delivering 
nutrients to cells faster and more efficiently.*†

“A 2-IN-1 WEIGHT LOSS AND ANTI-AGING FORMULA 
FEATURING NIAGEN® TO HELP INCREASE FAT BURNING, 

METABOLISM, FOCUS AND ENDURANCE.” 

† When combined with a proper exercise and nutrition regimen. Statements based on early-stage independent 3rd party in vivo and / or in vitro model scientific research data findings 
for individual ingredients.

*THESE STATEMENTS HAVE NOT BEEN EVALUATED BY THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION. THIS PRODUCT IS NOT INTENDED TO DIAGNOSE, TREAT, 
CURE, OR PREVENT ANY DISEASE.
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NIAGENIX™ BLEND  (Proprietary)
   Carnitine L Tartrate
   Quercetin
   Caffeine anhydrous (300 mg)
   Nicotinamide Riboside (NIAGEN®)
   Chlorogenic Acids (Caffeic Acid Esters)
   Alpha GPC 50% (Alpha-Glyceryl Phosphoryl Choline)
   Paradoxine™ Grains of Paradise extract (seed) [std. to 12.5% 6-Paradol]
   Saffron Extract
LIPOSOMAL MATRIX DELIVERY SYSTEM
   Phosphatidylcholine
   Phytosterol
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Serving Size 2 Capsules
Servings Per Container 30

10,000 IU 2,500%Vitamin D3 (as cholecalciferol)

Other Ingredients: Gelatin, microcrystalline cellulose, magnesium stearate, candurin 
silver fine, FD&C Blue No. 1, FD&C Red No. 3, and FD&C Yellow No. 5.


